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Abstract: The article aims to enhance understanding of how relations, behavior and attitude of
the executives and contractors to achieving the objectives by energy supplying companies affect
the efficiency of the latter’s overall development. There is offered a factor-reflexive approach to
diagnosing the executives’ and contractors’ attitude to realizing the tasks of developing the energy
supplying companies. This approach includes models to identify and analyze the factors that
influenced the change in contractors’ behavior based on the combination of expert techniques,
correlation and regression analysis and evaluation of the personnel response to organizational,
resource and staffing projects development, through accumulating sufficient statistical information
based on the enterprise’s features, relations and environment. This approach to diagnosing executives’
and contractors’ response to the implementation of tasks and the resulting changes takes into account
the subjective component of their response. Practical implementation of this approach in monitoring
the conformity of the development tasks has proven the ability to identify problems from the
viewpoint of the task executives.

Keywords: reflexivity; factors; diagnostics; behavior; reaction; executives; contractors; task;
development; energy supplying company

1. Introduction

The new model of energy supplying companies provides for the complete separation
of production, transportation and marketing, which allows consumers to receive electricity
both directly from producers and from suppliers. Businesses engaged in the commercial
distribution and transmission of electricity must ensure equal access to the networks for all
organizations interested. The development of energy supplying companies is based on the
available interaction between executives and contractors in the process of implementing
development tasks under such operating conditions.

The European Union is committed to a fuel-efficient economy and is moving towards
a sustainable energy strategy and climate change mitigation through a combination of
direct regulation and market entities’ support.

Energy service companies (ESCOs) have the necessary know-how to provide ‘turnkey’
services and solutions that provide significant reductions in energy costs by addressing
various market barriers on locally [1].

Energy services have become the mainstay of energy saving measures in most Eu-
ropean countries. The EU’s total energy services market was estimated at $2.7 billion
(€2.4 billion) in ESCO revenue in 2015, with a forecast to grow to $3.1 billion (€2.8 billion)
in 2024 at 1.7% of the annual growth rate [2].
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Despite significant efforts aimed at promoting the development of the ESCO market,
the following restrictive barriers have been identified in ESCO Member States:

• Distrust on the part of the (potential) client,
• Information and awareness,
• Ambiguity in the legislation,
• Markets’ dynamics and their size [1].

It is the problems of distrust on the part of the (potential) client, obtaining clear
information and awareness of executives and contractors, lack of experience that this article
proposes to solve.

This article intends to analyze how relations, behavior and attitude of the executives
and contractors to achieving the objectives of energy supplying companies affect the effi-
ciency of the latter’s overall development. Since the energy sector is extremely important
for the economy of any country, the attitudes and behavior of those involved in its devel-
opment at the microlevel affect the growth and efficiency of development projects. All
economic systems are open and closed to some extent; these systems include reflex subjects
that have an ability to act differently [3–5]. Reflexive control is presented as a process of
interaction between two interfering cognitive and influencing functions [6,7].

Research [8–10] on choosing effective strategies for financial investment in the smart city
is grounded on reflexive influences on the choice. As the analysis of publications [11–17]
shows, the scholars do not offer actual recommendations for considering reflexive influ-
ences in the search for sustainable strategies relative to financial investment in these areas
of human activity. Besides, as recognized by the authors [13,18], there was proposed a
model of adaptive properties that require adjustment even if there is a slight strengthening
of a reflective component and changing boundary conditions for investors analyzing the
smart city attractiveness.

In [19,20], the authors showed that combined together all aspects of cognitive manage-
ment technologies will contribute to the successful development of enterprises. Building
sustainability, the scholars [21–24] offer combinatorial artificial intelligence models and
models for evaluating socioeconomic indicators of this development, which serve as a basis
for key competencies determined by cognitive technology.

Research management strategic changes in the company based on the concept of
Industry 4.0 [25–28] have shown the need to consider non-linear effects, influencing the
efficiency of development.

Among the sources of nonlinear effects that affect the efficiency of energy supplying
companies, an important place is occupied by reflexive interactions of participants in the
development process at different stages: attempts to predict the actions or intentions of
executives and contractors in relation to development tasks.

This is necessary in order to optimize their efforts in the context of enterprise develop-
ment strategy. In turn, these changes affect the situation, causing new reflexive processes.
Not only is the net effect of many processes, but also mechanisms can often be known only
later; and those qualitative changes aimed at developing the potential through training
and structural and institutional changes, especially through reflexive self-regulation. From
reflexive self-regulation also follows the thesis of performativity [29,30].

Thus, reflexivity is understood as a bilateral feedback between the decision and the
upcoming events as a continuous process of forming individual executives’ and contractors’
ideas about the situation, developing on this basis the strategy and tactics of their behavior
and, thus, further changing situation development. Rennison B.W. emphasized the role
of reflexive feedback cycles [8]. Scientific works [31–41] are grounded on the principles
of reflexivity. However, reflexivity is closely connected with inaccuracy. All views and
theories may be biased, incomplete or both [5].

Reflexive management requires a transition from the situation to the problem space
through reflexive perception. Perception must be interpreted in the knowledge as a tool in
order to make a right decision. A person who displays all his practice not only looks at the
past actions and events, but obviously looks at the emotions, feelings, actions and reactions
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and uses this information to add to their existing knowledge base and to reach a higher
level of understanding [42]. Reflective practice makes it possible to obtain such knowledge.

R. Bryant and G. Wilson [43] emphasize a need in “a more reflective approach that
seeks to rethink the basic terms of management as a process”. This approach was successful
in sustainable development projects where participants rated and enjoyed the academic
aspects of using the reflective practice throughout. However, the authors noted the prob-
lems associated with displacing the “circularity” theory of reflexive practice of “action”
stability [44].

A reflective practice is an individual’s ability to reflect on one’s own actions in order
to engage in the process of lifelong learning [45]. According to one definition, it involves
“paying critical attention to practical values and theories that inform about everyday
actions, exploring practice reflexively. This leads to an understanding of development” [46].
The rationale for reflective practice is that one experience does not necessarily lead to
learning; deliberate reflection on experience is essential [47]. In turn, reflective practice
cannot have the same value, it is contextually based on a practitioner [48].

A review of the relevant literature was made to identify the factors that influence the
behavior and attitudes of executives and contractors to achieving the energy supplying
companies’ objectives. However, there is insufficient published research that describes
approaches to diagnosing and treating the executives’ and contractors’ behavior while
achieving the energy supplying companies’ objectives based on reflective influences on
them. Together, these attitudes and behaviors are critical to understanding the ways of
solving problems related to the enterprises’ development. Section 1 of this article discusses
the previous research on diagnosing the executives’ and contractors’ behavior and their
attitude to the power supplying companies’ problems based on reflexive relations among
the system components and enterprise environment.

Section 2 describes the research methodology.
The study results are presented in Section 3, which has two parts and includes evalua-

tion of the contractors’ response to development projects and assessment of the personnel
response to organizational, resource and staffing projects development, through accumu-
lating sufficient statistical data allowing for the relations and environment of an energy
supplying company.

There is overviewed the proposed factor-reflexive approach to diagnosing the execu-
tives’ and contractors’ attitude to achieving the energy supplying companies’ objectives.

2. Materials and Methods

When the energy supplying companies set up or set indicators, its contractors are
informed about the fact and respond accordingly. Basically, targets that an enterprise
is trying to achieve are known to contractors at approval of plans and indicators that
characterize the related items during achievement. Thus, the analysis and formalization of
reflexive relations between the units of the energy supplying company and the components
of the environment. Finally, after taking into account the contractors’ reflexive reactions to
the power supplying company’s plans, there can be implemented the generation tasks to
achieve the company objectives. These tasks have already taken into account the response
of contractors and appropriate amendments and clarifications have been introduced.

It is proposed to set the development goals of the energy supplying companies as a
change in the values of a set of key efficiency indicators, such as KPI (key performance
indicators) [49]. The most well-known recommendations for using key performance
indicators in the enterprise management are shown in the research [50], where it is proposed
to apply the principle of 10/80/10. This principle implies that 80 indicators for management
should be production, 10 should reflect the enterprise’s efficiency and another 10 show the
enterprise’s effectiveness. In this approach, the impact is the degree of achieving planned
results and efficiency, i.e., the ratio between results achieved and resources spent on it.

Many contractors (actors) do not usually focus on the project’s objectives; they just
focus on their income or profits of the company [51]. The project depends on the executive’s
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attitude from the start to the finish. The executive’s attitude is very difficult to measure
and to determine. However, if the contractor’s attitude is known, the contractor’s focus on
the project objectives can be perceived [52].

R. Dutmer [52] confirmed that there is a significant profit from knowing relations of
executives and contractors, but there is a lack of relevant research of a method to measure
attitudes towards executives. Therefore, the first results of the research propose the models
to identify and analyze the factors that influence the change in contractors’ behavior
based on the combination of expert methods and correlation and regression analysis. These
models are descriptive and can be used for simulating contractors’ behavior under different
circumstances and depending on various influences.

The stages of the factor-reflexive approach to diagnosing the executives’ and con-
tractors’ attitude to reaching the energy supplying companies’ objectives that provide the
opportunity to consider the behavior of contractors and employees of the company in
terms of the system-reflexive approach comprise:

• Identifying the factors that influence the change in the counterparties’ behavior;
• Determining the factors that influence the behavior of unplanned workers;
• Analyzing the impact of deviations from forecasts on deviations from plans.

To ensure implementation of these processes, the company has developed an appro-
priate set of economic and mathematical models that allow formalizing control over the
company’s development.

The model identifies factors influencing the contractors’ behavior change based on the
analysis of relations between the state and the actual performance of the energy supplying
company, under which its contractors may change their strategy between indicators of the
contractors’ strategy to those of the enterprise.

Model factors influencing the strategy of the contractor to the enterprise, in general,
can be presented as:

ai = fi(Wi, Bi, Ei) (1)

where Wi is a set of the enterprise indicators that affect the i-th aspect of the contractors’
strategy in relation to the enterprise; Bi is a set of internal factors of the contractors,
influencing i-th aspect of the contractors’ strategy and the companies are unknown; Ei is a
set of external factors that affect i-th aspect of the contractors’ strategy, and are well known.

Indicators that characterize a particular strategy and are formed under its influence
depend on its individual aspects and the impact of the strategy implementation environment:

Ij = gj
(

Aj, Ej
)

(2)

where Aj is a set of components of the contractors’ strategy, defined by Equation (1) and
affecting j-th indicator and Ej is a set of external factors affecting j-th indicator indicative
and are well-known.

Assuming that the impact of each factor is independent, the relation among indicators
of strategy change and factors of strategy change is the sum of the influences of each group
of factors.

∆I = Kw × Fw(∆W) + Ke × Fe(∆E) + B (3)

where ∆W is a vector of changes at the enterprise; ∆E is a vector of changes in the state of
the environment; Fw(∆W) is a vector impact of changes at the enterprise; Fe(∆E) is a vector
impact of changes in the state of the environment; Kw and Ke are matrix weight ratios and
the impact of changes in the environment on indicators of change in the strategy and B is a
vector cumulative effect of internal factors contractors and other uncertain factors.

Assuming that the dependence of the strategy indicator on the factors’ influence is
linear to Equation (3) it will take the form:

∆I = Kw × ∆W + Ke × ∆E + B (4)
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The sequence of constructing the identification models of dependences includes the
following steps:

• Compiling the list of indicators of the power supplying enterprise’s condition and
activity influencing the contractors’ strategy;

• Making the list of indicators characterizing the strategy of relations between contrac-
tors and the enterprise;

• Determining the impact of other factors on changing the strategy of the counterparty;
• Identifying the possible influence of changing factors on the change of indicators.
• Controlling the changes in the contractors’ strategy involves the following stages:
• Making the list of indicators, the values of which differ from those forecasted;
• Analyzing the steam parameters for the correlation between the model and specifica-

tion changes strategy contractors.

The practical implementation of the approach to the indicators that affect the formation
of the contractors’ strategy in cooperation with the enterprise includes, in particular, the
following groups of factors:

• Financial: financial condition and solvency and bankruptcy risk. These factors are
quite fully reflected in the indicators calculated according to the enterprise’s financial
statements;

• Marketing: pricing policy, market position and business reputation. Comparative
analysis or expert evaluations can be used to determine such indicators;

• Information and communication: availability of information about the enterprise,
the scope of communications with the counterparty, the stability of communication
channels [53];

• Production: production volume stability, availability of capacity reserves and quality
of services.

Social, economic, political and technological factors can be considered external fac-
tors [54].

The set of indicators that affect the behavior of the counterparty and their weight
depends on the nature of the relation (supplier or buyer), the scope of the relation, the
duration of the interaction and so on. Additionally, in addition to these indicators, the
behavior of the counterparty in interaction with the company is affected by changes in the
environment and internal factors of the counterparty.

Consumer ratios, a share of long-term contracts, settlement discipline, etc., can be
considered as indicators of buyers’ relations. Indicators of the supplier’s strategy are the
price level, the share of long-term contracts and credit policy.

The model for determining the influence of the strategy change factors on altering the
strategy change indicator can be presented in the form of:

∆Is =
B

∑
b=1

kb∆wb +
D

∑
d=1

kd∆ed + C (5)

where ∆Is is a relative change of strategy indicator; ∆wb is a relative normalized change
of the b-th indicator of the enterprise, which affects the strategy; ∆ed is a relative nor-
malized change in the d-rate of the environment that affects the strategy; kb and kd are
weight changes and environmental impacts and C is a cumulative effect of internal factors
contractors and other uncertain factors.

The model assumes the replacement of a weighted sum of environmental factors in
the second product by a weighted complex indicator that sufficiently characterizes the
state of the environment from the standpoint of determining the indicator. The initial set of
indicators and their share are determined by expert evaluation. Adjustment of the model
in the control process means changing the weight coefficients to ensure compliance of
the forecast and actual value of indicators at a minimum value of C, or to minimize the
discrepancy between the forecast and actual value of the indicator with a limited relative
value of C. In some cases, in order to adjust the model for determining the nonlinear nature
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of the indicator’s dependence on the change of factors or the combined influence of factors,
it is advisable to use the nonlinear function kf (wb). Thus, by comparing the correlation
between the actual values of parameters and preliminary experts’ estimates discrepancies
can be identified and forecasting and planning models can be improved.

An important factor in the quality of enterprise development is the coherent state
of management circuits consistency, which implies consistency of goals and resources
over time. However, no less important is the assessment of such consistency from the
standpoint of the employees who are the direct executives of tasks, which will ultimately
affect the quality of tasks done [55]. Therefore, to determine the factors that affect employee
behavior, it is necessary to assess the attitude of employees to the established plans for
the units’ development and to their implementation. It is possible to identify a number
of the most common discrepancies that lead to gaps between management’s expectations,
which are reflected in development plans, and the actual results in their implementation.
These include:

• A mismatch between the scale or the task complexity and the level of the doer, when
at lower levels there are set the tasks of higher levels (for example, increase sales of the
entire enterprise for individual executives at the level of production unit or planning
unit or entrust a highly skilled employee to perform tasks of low complexity);

• An inconsistency between the tasks set and the resources available (production, per-
sonnel and financial);

• Errors of the management system in planning and implementing the development
projects (distribution of processes, functions and resources, time management, com-
munication management, employee motivation, etc.) [56].

To formalize these errors and minimize their potential impact at the planning stage, it
is necessary to establish a link among the level of discrepancies, the employees’ subjective
assessment of these discrepancies and of their impact and the actual consequences.

In the second part of the study, a closed rating scale was established by summarizing
expert opinions (middle managers and researchers) and clarified according to the pre-
vious survey. An anonymous survey was carried out in a mixed form (internally and
remotely (Google Forms)), with internally inconsistent answers ignored and formal ques-
tions adapted to a specific activity. During the main survey at 5 enterprises (energy field),
there were received 1152 valid responses (91% of the total) that characterize 136 production
tasks. To confirm the hypothesis of a dependency package, SPSS was used with the model
parameters altered.

3. Results

Detection of inconsistencies’ influence on the behavior of employees is determined
by a survey. The questionnaire is based on three groups of questions (1) compliance with
the doer’s level; (2) compliance with resources and (3) the quality of management), which
provide information about the employees’ subjective attitude to the tasks.

To assess the team’s opinion on the adequacy of the tasks set, it is proposed to calculate
the assessment as weighted, taking into account the impact of deviations as normalized
count from 0 to 1 maximum deviation:

Mz =
∑
w

(
1− (mMaxSum−mlev

z,b−mres
z,b−mman

z,b )
mMaxSum

)
Bz

,
b = 1, . . . , Bz,
z = 1, . . . , Z,

(6)

where MZ is the team’s assessment of the quality of z-th set task; mlev
z,b is the assessment by

b-th employee of compliance with the level of the doer z-th task; mres
z,b is the assessment by

b-th employee of the z-th task’s compliance with available resources; mman
z,b is the assessment

by b-th employee of the management quality while executing z-th task; mMaxSum is the
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tasks’ maximum possible negative assessment; Bz is the number of employees involved in
z-th task and Z is the number of tasks that have been set to achieve development goals.

Additionally, an important factor that determines the impact of discrepancies on the
degree of task implementation is the subjective assessment of the relation between the level
of deviation and the level of deviation’s impact on the task. It is proposed to identify five
levels of impact for evaluation (Table 1).

Table 1. A scale for evaluating the impact of inconsistencies on the task.

Level of Influence Rating

The task is not affected 0

The task is possible with extra effort 1

There is a slight deviation from the plan 2

There is a significant deviation from the plan 3

The task execution is impossible 4

The non-conformities impact on the employees’ behavior was studied by means of
a questionnaire, which determines the employees’ attitude to the tasks and subjective
evaluation of certain discrepancies’ impact on the final result. The depersonalized results
of the questionnaire and the generalized result are shown in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. General evaluation of discrepancies by the enterprises’ employees.

The generalized results of the subjective evaluation of the deviations impact on the
final result are shown in Figure 2.

The results of the survey provide an opportunity to address two issues. First, it
is possible to determine whether workers consider the tasks adequate. Depending on
this, conclusions can be drawn about the presence of hidden resistance and opportunis-
tic behavior. The second question is the degree of unanimity in the workers’ attitude
to the tasks.
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Figure 2. Generalized evaluation of the discrepancies’ impact on the task.

To evaluate the team’s opinion on the adequacy of the tasks, it is proposed to calcu-
late the assessment as weighted, taking into account the impact of deviations from the
maximum value:

Cz,k =
∑Nz

i=1

∣∣sz,k,i
∣∣α

Nz
(7)

Cz =
√

Cz,L + Cz,R + Cz,M (8)

z = 1 . . . Z (9)

where Cz is general evaluation of conformity by the z-th set task doers; Cz,k is evaluation of
conformity by z-th set task doers for a separate k-th component (L—level, R—resources
and M—management); sz,k,i is evaluation of z-th task conformity by i-th doer on k-th
component; Nz is the number of doers who gave a conformity evaluation of z-th task and Z
is the number of tasks in the analysis of conformity.

An indicator α characterizes the dependence of the expected consequences of deviation
from the level of inconsistency, taking into account the type of tasks and characteristics
of the enterprise, and can be determined by expert evaluation or retrospective analysis of
the results of tasks, and further clarified by accumulating sufficient statistical information.
When α = 2 as the limit, above which the influence of the established discrepancies can be
considered significant, it is possible to accept the value Cz,k > 1 for a separate component
of conformity and Cz > 1.72 for the general evaluation of the task conformity.

The conformity of employees’ evaluations of the availability and degree of non-
conformity characterizes the personnel policy of the enterprise, management style and
internal unity of the team. Additionally, coherence makes it possible to assess the level
of doers’ reflection in relation to the tasks and the ability of employees to coordinate via
communication [56,57].

To assess the degree of employees’ unanimity about the established tasks, it was
proposed to calculate the unadjusted standard deviation of the doers’ estimates on the
scale from Table 2:

Dz =
√

D2
z,L + D2

z,R + D2
z,M (10)

Dz,k =

√
∑Nz

i=1(sz,k,i − sz,k)

Nz
(11)

sz,k =
∑Nz

i=1 sz,k,i

Nz
(12)
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where Dz is a general inconsistency of evaluations by the team of z-the set task; Dz,k is an
inconsistency of the team’s evaluations of conformity with z-th set task for k-th component
and sz,k is the average score of z-th task for k-th component.

Table 2. A Scale for assessing the employees’ subjective attitude to the tasks.

Matching the Doer’s Level of
Aptitude Resource Compliance Management Quality Rating

Must be executed at three or more
levels of the hierarchy above

A catastrophic lack of
resources to implement

The process is carried out with no
interference by the subject of

management (is unmanageable)
5

Must be performed at two levels of
the hierarchy above

A significant lack of resources
to complete the task

There are significant shortcomings in
management 4

Must be done at one hierarchical
level higher

An essential lack of resources
to implement

There are essential shortcomings in
management 3

Must be performed at the same
level by a highly qualified

employee

A noticeable lack of resources
to implement

There are noticeable shortcomings in
management 2

Must be performed at the same
level by other doers with similar

qualifications

A slight lack of resources to
implement

There are minor shortcomings in
management 1

Corresponds to the doer’s level and
qualifications

Enough resources to complete
the task Completely satisfactory 0

Must be done at the same level by a
lower qualified worker

A slight excess of resources to
do the task

External managerial influence is
excessive −1

Must be done at one level of the
hierarchy below

An essential excess of
resources

External managerial influence
interferes with normal activities −2

Must be done at two or more levels
of the hierarchy below

A significant surplus of
resources to perform

External managerial influence hinders
normal activities −3

Extended and supplemented by the authors based on [29,55].

If the total inconsistency exceeds the threshold Dz > 1, it should be determined what
causes the nonconformity-general inconsistency in views or significant contradictions in
evaluating a particular component of the assessment. Additionally, conformity with the
doer’s level, resources and quality of management, for which the limit of consistency is
recommended to be Dz,k > 0.5.

Summarizing the results of the employees’ survey on the tasks’ conformity, according
to the components and criteria from Table 1, the total number of processed tasks 136 are
shown in Table 3 and the consistency of the obtained estimates are shown in Table 4.

Table 3. Assessment of conformity with tasks.

Non Conformity Number of Tasks

equal 50
44

-
23resources 74

25
management 26 -

conformity 56
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Table 4. Consistency of task conformity evaluations.

Inconsistency Number of Tasks

equal 33
27

-
7resources 36

13
management 15 -

consistency 93

The obtained results indicate a significant degree of the respondents’ negative eval-
uation of the tasks compliance. Thus, less than a half of the evaluated tasks are fully
conforming. Most inconsistencies are recognized in evaluating the adequacy of resource
provision and the least are about the adequacy of management provision. The main dis-
crepancies in the level recognized by the respondents include the performance of simple
tasks by qualified personnel and the suboptimal, in their opinion, distribution of tasks
among doers. Respondents indicate a slight and noticeable lack of resources or a slight
excess of them. However, doers indicate that over 90% of the recognized inconsistencies
will not affect the assignment or would only increase efforts at implementation without
affecting the end result. Accordingly, the identified inconsistencies do not require a prompt
response, but rather characterize the overall level of employee dissatisfaction with the
organization of work and indicate the availability of additional reserves to improve the
efficiency of tasks implementation.

The analysis of the answers’ agreement showed that the level of inconsistency increases
with the growth of the general evaluation of the task’s inconsistency, which confirms the
calculation of the correlation coefficients between the assessments of discrepancy and
inconsistency summarized in Table 5.

Table 5. The link between the tasks mismatch and the answers’ inconsistency.

Indicator Correlation Coefficient

Level 0.71

Resources 0.61

Management 0.73

Overall rating 0.73

The results grouped according to the enterprises studied are shown in Tables 6 and 7.

Table 6. Evaluation of the tasks conformity at enterprises.

Company
Code

Number of
Tasks

Non Conformity
Conformity

Level Resources Management

1 27 37% 44% 22% 48%

2 13 15% 38% 15% 54%

3 50 0% 4% 2% 94%

4 29 24% 28% 14% 72%

5 17 35% 41% 6% 53%
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Table 7. Consistency of tasks conformity evaluation at enterprises.

Company
Code

Number of
Tasks

Non-Conforming
Conformity

Level Resources Management

1 27 41% 37% 19% 56%

2 13 31% 62% 31% 31%

3 50 8% 12% 4% 88%

4 29 21% 21% 10% 72%

5 17 47% 35% 6% 53%

The results of the non-conformity evaluation can characterize the company to some
extent. Employees’ negative reactions to the tasks received prove the existence of certain
personnel, organizational and communication problems. The psychological climate in the
team and the system of corporate values also have an impact on the evaluation results.

For enterprise 4, and especially for enterprise 3, a sufficient level of consistency can be
noted; for enterprises 2 and 5 this level is insufficient and needs reacting. For enterprise 2,
the first thing to pay attention to is the high level of inconsistency.

An increase in the level of inconsistency reduces the reliability of the non-compliance
evaluation. For the tasks with a very high level of non-compliance, the problem of selecting
doers should be considered, not the problem of proper provision. The high level of
inconsistency for the task, especially a steady trend towards its growth available, can be
considered as an indicator of management inefficiency and employee dissatisfaction to be
used in the model of diagnosis and crisis phenomena [58].

4. Discussion

This article outlines the models to identify and analyze the factors that influence the
change in the contractors’ behavior, based on the combination of methods and expert
estimates. Correlation and regression analysis is a process and predicts the contractor’s
behavior based on reflective effects. These models are descriptive and can be used for
simulating the contractor’s behavior at the enterprises of energy supplying companies in
different circumstances and depending on various influences.

The results of the first part of the research demonstrate the effectiveness of the pro-
posed factor-reflexive approach to diagnosing the contractors’ response and existing imple-
mentation of the tasks and the resulting changes and match simulation experiment, which
uses behavior, which is not optimal at the initial time.

The model factors determine the impact of changes in the strategy on shifting indicator
changes strategy, which involves the replacement of a weighted sum of external environ-
ment factors, complex weighted index that characterizes the state of the environment rather
than determining a position indicator.

The initial set of indicators and their share are determined by expert evaluation.
Adjustment of the model in the control process means changing the weight coefficients
to ensure compliance of the forecast and actual value of indicators at a minimum value
of the cumulative impact of internal counterparty factors and other uncertain factors (C
in formula 5), or to minimize the discrepancy between the forecast and actual value of
the indicator with a limited relative value of the cumulative impact of the counterparty’s
internal factors and other uncertain factors (C in formula 5). In some cases, in order to
adjust the model for determining the nonlinear nature of the indicator’s dependence on the
change of factors or the combined influence of factors, it is advisable to use the nonlinear
function of the normalized change in the selected enterprise indicator that affects the
strategy (kf (wb) in formula 5).

Thus, by comparing the correlation between the actual values of parameters and
preliminary experts’ estimates discrepancies can be identified and forecasting and planning
models can be improved.
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Comparing the results of our simulation experiments with those obtained by other
authors [22–26] led to the conclusion about the acceptability of the approach outlined in
the article.

The impact of discrepancies on the employees’ behavior is determined by means of a
questionnaire, which shows the employees’ attitude at energy supplying companies to the
tasks and subjective evaluation of the impact of certain discrepancies on the final result.

The generalized results shown in the graphs in Figures 1 and 2 provide answers
regarding the availability of hidden resistance and opportunistic behavior and the degree
of consensus with respect to the workers of energy supplying companies who are assigned
the tasks. A closed scale evaluation was made by summarizing expert opinions and refined
according to the previous survey.

At this stage, the main survey comprised a fairly small number of companies (five
companies of the energy sector, which received 1152 valid responses that characterize the
136 production problems) because the research focused on the energy sector. This fact put
the current stage of work at a certain disadvantage in the framework of ongoing research.

Cognitive technologies for the transfer of knowledge by using artificial intelligence
will produce the ability to create a competitive software diagnostics attitude of doers and
contractors to achieve the development objectives based on the factor-reflexive approach
that we see as the future prospect for our research.

5. Conclusions

Descriptive models have been developed to identify and analyze the factors that
influenced the change of contractors’ behavior: the influence of factors on the contractors’
strategy in relation to the enterprise and determination of the influence factors change
strategy to replace the indicator change strategy. The model assumes the replacement of
the weighted sum of environmental factors in the second product by a weighted complex
indicator that sufficiently characterizes the state of the environment from the standpoint of
determining the indicator.

Proposed models can be used to simulate the contractors’ behavior in various circum-
stances and depending on various influences.

To reflect the subjective evaluation of the staff level variations in the tasks set there
is proposed a closed assessment scale that was set by summarizing expert opinion and
adjustment according to the previous survey. The anonymous survey was conducted in a
mixed form, internally nonconforming answers were ignored and formalized questions
were adapted to the specificity of the enterprises. The obtained results indicate a significant
degree of the respondents’ negative evaluation of the tasks compliance.

Thus, less than a half of the evaluated tasks are fully conforming. Most inconsistencies
are recognized in evaluating the adequacy of resource provision and the least are about
software control. The main discrepancies in the level recognized by the respondents in-
clude the performance of simple tasks by qualified personnel and the suboptimal, in their
opinion, distribution of tasks among doers. Respondents indicate a slight and noticeable
lack of resources or a slight surplus of them. However, doers indicate that over 90% of
the recognized inconsistencies will not affect the task or would only increase efforts of its
implementation without affecting the end result. Accordingly, the identified inconsistencies
do not require a prompt response, but rather characterize the overall level of employee dis-
satisfaction with the labor organization and indicate the availability of additional reserves
to improve the efficiency of tasks implementation.

Summing up, this study demonstrates that the high level of the non-conformity
problem and its stable trend to the growth suggest their being viewed as an indicator of
ineffective management and their being used in a staff dissatisfaction model for diagnosis
and crisis.

The factor-reflexive approach to diagnosing the doers’ and contractors’ response
to implementing the tasks and the resulting changes is applied taking into account the
subjective component of their response, which makes it possible to control the evaluation of
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deviations and the corresponding adaptation. Practical implementation of this approach in
monitoring the conformity of development tasks has proven the ability to identify problems
from the viewpoint of the task doers.

The findings of this study suggest that practical implementation of conformity control
of the development tasks has proven the capacity to identify bottlenecks from the viewpoint
of the task doers and also indirectly assess the employees’ generalized viewpoint on
organization, resource and staffing of the development projects. This takes into account
that deviations may be due to external and internal influences. Considering the sources
of deviations from the plans requires using a systematic approach, and the possibility
of deviations due to the counterparties’ response to the plans of the enterprise calls for
applying a reflective approach.

Thus, the use of factor-reflexive approach to diagnosing the reaction of executives
and contractors to the tasks and consequences of changes in the activities of energy
service companies, allowed removing restrictive barriers (distrust from the (potential)
customer, obtaining clear information and awareness of executives and contractors and
their low communication experience), which hinder the development of the EU energy
services market.

Further development of the proposed approach to evaluating contractors’ response
will be to adjust and expand models with diagnostics accumulating sufficient statistical
data allowing for the relations and the environment of the energy supplying company.
Expanding and improving the quality of the problems’ diagnosis in terms of evaluating and
responding to challenges of the doers and groups needs clarifying the degree of influence
by inconsistencies and boundary conditions.

In addition, the factor-reflexive approach presented in the article can be integrated
into already existing models of economic sustainability [3,8–10,14,15,19,23,24,59–73], and
can also be used to form and adjust strategies of various scales and areas of management.
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